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shocks are therefore translated into larger and more prolonged
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monetary system.
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Macroeconomic fluctuations have been less severe in the

last thirty years than in the period before the Second World War.

Although the recessions in the 1970s and i9BOs have been large

and have been associated with big swings in inflation, the

average amplitude of cyclical fluctuations is still smaller

than in the pre—war period.

This improvement in macroeconomic performance was already

evident to most economists by the end of the i9SOs. It served as

the focal point of Arthur Burns' 1959 presidential address before

the American Economic Association. Burns contrasted the milder

post—war fluctuations with those he studied with Wesley flair

Mitchell at the National Bureau of Economic Research. He

attributed the improvement to countercyclical fiscal and monetary

policy as well as to structural changes in the economy: more

stable corporate dividends, steadier employment practices, better

inventory controls, and greater financial stability due to

deposit insurance.

The improvement in economic performance still deserves the

attention of macroeconomists. An understanding of the reasons

for the improvement is invaluable for recommending what changes

in policy should, or should not, be adopted. Moreover, at a time

when macroeconomic research is undergoing difficult and

fundamental changes, the improvement serves as a useful reminder

of the practical importance of continued progress in macro—theory

and macro—econometrics. Regardless of one's approach to
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macroeconomic research, one can, as James Tobin' has urged, "take

some encouragement from the economic performance of the advanced

democratic capitalist nations since the Second World War."

The purpose of this paper is to examine the role of wage

and price rigidities in this improvement in macroeconomic

performance. Wage and price rigidities are at the center of most

modern economic theories of the business cycle. According to

these theories, if wages and prices were more flexible, the

economy would experience shorter and less severe business cycle

fluctuations. Many economists have therefore suggested economic

reforms——such as synchronized wage and price setting——to make

wages and prices more flexible.

The paper examines changes in wage and price rigidities and

in macroeconomic performance by concentrating on two episodes in

United States history: the quarter century before the First World

War from 1891 through 1914, and the slightly longer period after

the Second World War from 1952 through 1983. Each period

includes S economic fluctuations. By ending the earlier period

before the First World War, we exclude the economic turbulence of

both of world wars as well as the Great Depression of the 1930s.2

Even with these exclusions economic fluctuations in the earlier

period were larger in magnitude than in the post—war period. The

data also indicate that wages and prices were more flexible

in the earlier period. This latter finding, which has also been

noted by other researchers,3 presents a puzzle. Less flexibility

of wages and prices should lead to a deterioration in economic

performance. The comparison suggests that the opposite has

occured. Either other factors——such as those mentioned by



Burns——were strong enough to offset the reduc..ed 2—pr1ce
flexibli ity, or macr —theory needs Some revision, if it is to
provide a satisfactory explanation for economic fluctuatic:)ns in
both of these periods of United States hi ory.

The research reported here makes use of some recently
developed econometric ti me ser i es inethodol ocjy Th differences
in economic +1 uctuati ons in the two periods are cioc:umented usi rtg
simple reduced form vector autor-egressiotis and their mov:i ng

averaqe reoresentati ons. These give the "facts wi thout theory,
much as the Burns—Mitchell NBER reference cycle methods did.
This reduced form evidence is then given an exp]. icit structural
interpretation in a simple mathematical form. One advantage of
this statistical approach over the earlier NBER methods is that
it provides a ti ght and formal connect I on between thec:iry and the
facts. The connection between theor-y and the facts revealed
through referenc:e cycle charts is nec:essari 1 y looser ancJ less
formal al thoucjh these charts can be very useful in the early
stages of model development The methodol ogy used here to
compare ti me periods by looking both at reduc:ed forms and simple
structural models is similar to that which I used for an
international compari son of different countries in Tay]. or (1980)
and Taylor (1982).

1. Si ml e Scorecard for__Macroeconomic Performance

It is useful to becji n with some simple but obj ecU vs
stati sti cal measures of macroeconc)mi c performance in the
different periods. The measures as well as all the statistical



analysis in this paper are based on annual data. Output is

measured by real SNP, prices by the SNP deflator, and wages by

average hourly earnings in manufacturing.

The means and standard deviations of the three detrended

series are presented in Table 1. To be specific, let V be real

SNP and let V* be potential ShIP. Then detrended output given by

yCV—Y*)/V*, and is referred to as the outpat gap in the figures

and tables of the paper. Potential SNP is assumed to be growing

at a constant, but different, exponential rate in each of the

periods. The level of potential is chosen so that the average of

y is zero in each of the periods. Experimentation with some

alternative assumptions about the growth of V* did not affect the

results by much. For example, when the trend in V* was permitted

to change in 1973 to reflect the slowdown in productivity growth

in the U.S., the results where similar. I chose to detrend

output using a deterministic trend rather than first differences

to capture the tendency for output to return to its potentail

growth path after a disturbance.

On the other hand, wages and prices were detrended by

taking first differences of the logarithms; that is, by looking

at the rate of price inflation (p) and the rate of wage inflation

Cw). In the post—war period there is no tendency for the price

level to return to a trend path after a disturbance. At best,

the rat, of Inflation tends to regress to some mean value; even

this tendency was not present in the post—war data before 1982—

83. Although the U.S. was on a gold standard during the period

bef ore the First World War, the level of prices and wages show no

tendency to regress to a fixed trend or level in that period
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either, presumably because of changes in the world gold stock and

in the relative price of gold.

The statistics reported in Table I refer to the detrended

series for output y, wage inflation w, and price inflation p.

According to the standard deviation measure, output fluctuations

have been about 25 percent smaller in the period after the Second

World War than in the quarter century before the First World War.

The improved output performance does not extend to inflation,

however. The standard deviation of the year over year inflation

rate is about the same in the two periods——up slightly for wage

inflation (w) and down slightly for price inflation Cp). The

average inflation rate is much higher in the post—war period by

both measures of inflation.

To provide some perspective I have also included in column

three of Table 1 the same performance measures for the period

from 1910 through 1940, which includes both the First World War

and the Great Depression. This period is far worse than the

other two by any of the performance measures. Output

fluctuations are almost three times larger than in the post World

War II period, and inflation fluctuations are about four times

larger. Only the average inflation rate is less in this period

than in the post—war period, but since the average is taken over

very large positive values and very large negative values this is

not a very meaningful performance measure.
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2. Outout and Inflation Fluctuations

The statistics in Table I are far from sufficient for

characterizing the dynamic behavior of two such serially and

contemporaneously correlated variables as output and inflation.

Time series charts for inflation and output in the two periods

are shown in the upper and lower panels of Figures 1 and 2. For

additional perspective, the corresponding charts for the 1910—

1940 time period are shown in the middle panels of Figures 1 and

2. Note that the scales on the charts for the different time

periods are different. (The output gap y(V—Y*)/Y* is

superimposed on both the wage inflation charts and the price

inflation charts). Some of the milder recessions in the earlier

period are smoothed out by the use of annual data. The severe

recession that began early in 1893 and ended in mid 1894 stands

out as one of the worst of the period as does thi brief but sharp

recession that began with the financial panic in 1907. The

period ends with the 1914 recession before the beginning of the

First World War.

The charts clearly indicate that the tendency for

inflation to fall in recessions and rise in booms is not a new

phenomenon. Inflation fell during all of the more severe

downturns between 1891 and 1914. Inflation was negative on

average from 1891 to 1907, and positive on average from 1907

until 1914. During this latter sub—period the world gold supply

steadily increased.

A comparison of the charts for the earlier period

with the charts for the later period reveals in a rough way

many of the differences between the two periods that we will
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focus on in this paper. /irst, th ampl itude of the fluctuations
in output is smajier in the post—war period as we have already
observed. (Again note the difference in the scales on these
figures). Secoid, the duration of the fluctuations; in inflation
is longer- in the post—war period; inflation has been much more
persistent" Stated another way, wages and pric:es have
developed more rigidities, in the sense that past values of wages
and prices influence their current values. Much of the higher
inflation persistence is du to the prolonged per':iod in the 1970s
when the inflation rate was abnormally high before it fell

sharply in 1982 and 1983. In comparison, during the period
before the First World War wage inflation fluctuated up and down
with much more rapidity. Even the persistent negative trend in
prices and wages before 1897 is swamped by the fluctuations in
the inflation rate; similarly the positive trend after 1897 is
hidden by the larger fluctuations around the trend.. The third
important difference between the two periods isin the duration
of the f 1 uctuati ons of real output As wi. th inflation, these are
longer since the Second World Ware

The fourth important difference between the two periods is
more difficult to see in the charts, but is somewhat more evident
in Figures 3 and 4. It relates to the ti mirig of the fluctuations
of inflation and output. In the post—war per:iod, there is a
marked tendency for increases in inflation to bring about a
downturn in the economy, although with a lag.. After the dov.inturn
inflation begins to fail For example, an increase in inflation
in the late 1960s preceeded the' downturn in the economy in 1969—
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70. After the ciownturn in.f:1atior declined. Similarly, an
increase in inflation in 1973-74 preceeded the downturn in the
economy in 1974—75. Inflation then subsided. Finally, an
increase in inflation 1979eo prcecded the back—to--back:

recessions in 1.980—82. And as usual, inflatic3n then fell. It is
very riiffi cult to detect similar patterns in the 1891—1914

period. increases in inflation do not seem to lead the economic
downturns. And the dcci :1 nes in inflation seem to occur

simultaneously with the dec:i i nes in the real economy. Al though

this timinq difference can be pried out of the charts, it emerges
much more easily in the statistical time series analysis of the
next. two sections.

The middle panels in Figures 1 and 2 clearly indicate that
the amplitude of the fluctuations is much larger in 1910—1940

period than in either the period before or the period after. The
effect of the First World War is evident in the boom and the

subsequent recession of 1920, But the extended boom in the 1920s

and the Great Depression dominate the charts. The wide

fluctuations in wages and prices ind:icate the same type of

flexibility that is evident in the period before the First World
War. The persistence of wage and price inflation——a sign of wage

and price rigidities used in macro—theory——definitely seems to be

relatively new phenomenon.

3. Vector Autoreressions

The dynamic properties of output, wages and prices can be

examined more systematically by estimating unconstrained vector
autoregressi ons. Estimates of bi van ate autoregressions for
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wage inflation and output, and for price inflation and output are

reported in Tables 2 and 3 for both the 1891—1914 period and

for the 1952—1983 period. The lag length is equal to two years

for all the regressions. For annual data this choice of lag

length seemed to eliminate most of the serial correlation of the

residuals to the equations. Higher order systems with both wage
inflation and price inflation together with output were also
estimated, but are not reported here. At this level of
aggregation the movements of wages and prices are very similar,
so that the addition of a third variable does not add much to the
analysis.

These autoregressions are not necessarily structural

equations. They are reduced form equations that in principle can

be derived from a variety of systems of structural equations.

The lag coefficients in the autoregressions are in principle

functions of parameters in all the structural equations.

The shocks to each of the autoregressive equations are in

principle functions of the shocks to all the structural equations

and depend on simultaneity parameters in the structural

equations. In this section the aim is simply to describe the

autoregressions rather than give them a structural

interpretation.

A quick glance at Tables 2 and 3 reveals that the

structure of the autoregressions differs by a large amount in the

two periods. Both the structure of the shocks to the equations

(the impulses) and the lag coefficients (the propagation

mechanism) are much different.
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The lipids.:
The variance of the shocks, or the impulses, to the output

equation, has decreased sharply from the pre—war to the

post—war period. To the extent that macroeconomic policy works

by changing the dynamics of the economy——as it would with

feedback policy, the finding that a reduction in the size of the

shocks explains most of the reduced variability suggests that

such feedback policy was not responsible for improvements in

performance. However, part of the change in policy could affect

the variance of the shocks by working "within the period" to

offset exogenous disturbances. This would be more likely for the

automatic stabilizers which react simultaneously, but with annual

data even a feedback policy which reacts to economic disturbances

within the year would affect the variance of the shocks rather

than the dynamics of the system.

The variance of the shocks to the inflation equations is

also much smaller in the post—war period. Since the overall

variance of inflation is about the same in the two periods,

changes in the propagation mechanism must have had a positive

influence on the variance of inflation. The impulses have become

weaker. It is perhaps surprising that the variance of the

shocks to inflation have become smaller. According to these

estimates, an increased importance of price shocks in post—war

business cycles is not supported by a comparison with the period
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before the First World Ward

The contemporaneous correlation beteen the shoc:ks to the

equations is positive in both the pre—ar arid the post -iar

periods. However, the correlation is stroncjer in the prar
period. More of the action seems to come within the annual time
interval during the pre—ar period.

The Pro pagatioi, Mechanjs
The sum of the coefficients of the lagged inflation rates

in the :i nflat:ion equations is much sma:1 icr in the earlier pen oth

This change is more marked for wage inflation than for price
inflation. This change is consistent with the increased
persistence of inflation in the post-ar period that is &vicient

in the time series charts. The sum of the coeff ici ents on i acjged
output in the output equation is also higher- in the posttar
period, reflecting a corresponding increase inthe persistence of
output f 1 uc t uat i on s

The difference in the temporal ordering of inflation and

output movements which seems to emerge from the time series plots
is evident in the cross, or off*diagonal, autoregressive
coefficients. In the prear period lagged inflation has either
a positive or an insigri:i•F:icant effect on outpLtt. In the post--ar
period the effect of lagged inflation on output is signific:antly
negatives Looking at the other side of the diagonal. I nthe
pre-ar period lagged output has a negative effect on inflation
In the post--war period 1 agçjed output has a positive effect on
inflation
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3.. Novin€ veracj e Rep resentat ions

The moving average representations provide a more

convenient ay to look at the propogation mechanisms in the

economy. They can he derived directly 'From the autoregressive
equations. The vector autoregressions reported in Tables 2

and :, can be ri tten in matrix notati on as foilos:

(1) = 1 + ÷ e.t

= yt.) in the systems with wage inflation and

output, and her'e Zt = (py.) in the systems with price
in'F].a'1jon and output. A1 and A are 2 by 2 matrices of lag

coefficients. The 2 by 1 vector e. is sLipposed to be serially

uncor-related. The moving average representation is then given by

(2) z E .c,Bj et.

where the a matrices are found by succesive substitution of
lagged z '5 in equation 1.. Alternatively, and perhaps more
intuitively., the matrices can be computed by dynamically
simulating the effects of unit shocks to each of the equations in
(1) The to elements of the + :i rst col umn of the B. is given by

the effects of a unit inflation shock on inflation and output,

respectively, in this simulation. The to elements of the second

column oF the are given by the effects of a unit output shock
on inflation and output, respectively, in the simulation..
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Denote the elements of the first column of S by • and

v,,, and the elements of the second column of S by 9,,,, and efl..

These four elements of the L matrices are tabulated in Tables 4

through 1 for i equals 0 to a value where the coefficients are

negligible in size. The coefficients are also plotted in Figures

3 and 4 for easy comparison of the two time periods.

The use of moving average representations in macroeconomics

originates with the influential paper by Sims(l9Bo) in which he

refers to it as innovation accountingp the approach has since

been adopted by many other researchers. There are many moving

average representations of a given multivariate process depending
on what one assumes about the contemporaneous correlation between

the shocks. Sims suggests that a form be chosen so that the

covariance matrix of th• shocks be diagonal——an orthogonalizaio
of the shocks. This requires a transformation of the S.

matrices. The transformation is a function of the correlation of

the shocks and depends on how one wishes to order the way the

shocks enter the system. The methodology used here is different

than that of Sims in that the St matrices have not been

transformed to yield orthogonal shocks. I have found that such a

transformation makes it difficult to give a direct structural

economic interpretation of the S matrices. The methodology used

here was also used for very similar purposes in an international

comparison of economic performance in Taylor (1960).

Figures 3 and 4 indicate the enormousness of the change
that has taken place in the dynamics of inflation and output
since the period before the First World War. The charts on the
diagonal of Figures 3 and 4 show the persistence of inflation •,.,
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and output ;,. Both have i ricreased.

The c:ross efl:Pc..t of the shocks has changed even more. The
, coef+ i ci ents have changed sign; an output shock: has a :i ong

delayed effect on i nflation in the more recent period Before

the First World War this dynamic ef.f:ect :t Recall

however that a posi Ui ye ccrnteporareo'..zs rel ati on between output

and infl at:i on cxi sted before the First World War. The ,

coeffi ci erits have c:hanged in the reverse directi on Whereas

inflation shocks qenerated a reducti on in output in the more

recent period, they generated an i nc:rease :1 n output before the
First World War. This c:hange, which emerges so clearly from the

moving average represent.ati ons, i s the same change that was just
barely visible in the t:imc series charts: when inflation rises in
the recent period output falls; inflation then subsequently
subsi des.

4. Summary of the Facts
The preceeding examination of the facts of inflation and

output +1 uctuations in the 1891-1914 period (the fi. rst pen oci)

and the 1952—i.98:% pioi (the second period) can be summarized as

follows:
(1) tJutpLtt fluctuations are smaller in ampl i tude and more

persi stent in the second period.
(2) Inflation fluctuations are about the same in amplitude in

both periods, hut are more persistent in the second period.
(3) Inflation shocks have a negative, but lagged, effect on

output in the sec::ond pen od; output shocks have a posi ti ye,

14



but 1 agged ffec:t on 1 nfl ati on in the sec:ond paAri od No such

timing relatLon exists i r the first peri od If there is
any interternporal effect in the first period, it is in the
reverse direction,

(4) There is a positive c:ontemporaneous c:orrelation between the

inflation shoc:ks and the output shocks in both peri ods. This
correlation is larger in the first period.

(5) The variances of the shocks to inflation and to output are
smaller in the later period.
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5. Structural Interpretations
The vector autoregression can be viewed as a reduced

form of a structural model. Unfortunately the mapping from the

reduced form to the structural form is not one to one. The

traditional identification literature shows formally that there

will in principle be many structural models that are consistent

with a given reduced form. In practice, however, the situation

is not as dismal as it sounds in principle. There are a

relatively small number of theoretically sound or "reasonable

structural models. Moreover, the properties of an estimated

reduced form can frequently narrow the range of possible

structural models.

The post-war period.

The third property of the estimated autoregressions listed

at the end of the last section is very useful for nailing down a

reasonable structural model. The dynamic interaction between

inflation and output in the post—war period is very strong.

Inflation "Sranger—causes" output in a negative direction; and

output "Granger—causes" inflation in a positive direction. This

pattern naturally leads to the following interpretation for the

post—war period.

The Federal Reserve, or the "aggregate demand authorities"

in general, are concerned with stabilizing inflation as well as
unemployment. For aggregate demand shocks this joint aim causes

no conflict; the best policy for both price and output

stabilization is to offset the shocks. When an inflation shock
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comes, however, there is a conflict. The Fed must decide how

"accommodative" to be. On average during the post—war period the

Fed seems to have made a compromise. Policy is described by a

policy rule. When an inflation shock occurs, the Fed neither

fully "accommodates" the shock by increasing the rate of

growth of the money supply point for point with inflation, nor

tries to eliminate the shock immediately by sharply reducing

money growth. Instead, it lets money growth increase, but by

less than the inflation shock. The result is the dynamic pattern

observed in the vector autoregressions. When inflation increases

the Fed lets real money balances——appropriately
defined——fall,

and the economy slips into a recession. Hence, inflation

"Granger—causes" output. The slack demand conditions then

gradually work to reduce inflation. Hence, output "Granger—

causes" inflation.

This structural interpretation is by no means new, and it

is gradually being incorporated in standard textbooks. For the

data used here the following simple algebraic structural model

seems to match the reduced form very well:

Pt —

(4) y Psp—1 + PaPt_s + yt-1 + vt

The notation for output yt and inflation Pt is the same as

earlier. The operator E is the conditional expectation based on

information through period t—i. The shocks ut and vt are assumed

to be serially uncorrelated.
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The first equati on is a si mple price adj ustment equati on

This equation has no s:i mul taneous eff ects bAtween output and

lat ion The sec:ond equation is the po]. icy rui e descri bed

above. It states that. the rate of o-f output r-ei at lye to
trend is reduced if I nfl ati on has ri sen If this system is to
match tip wi tN the reduced form evidence the parameters shoul d

all be positive.
The estimated equations (written with the constants

explicit and the t—ratios in parentheses) are:

(5) p. = ÷ .25Ey., + .55 =1.0. R2=,.83(10.1) (3.6) (1.3)

(6) y. =i.0iPL 1 .á9Pt +1.17 R.67(—3.5) (2..5) (i.6)

These equat Ions were estimated usi rg the ful 1 I m'f ormati on max i mum

likelihood method. This method takes account of the cross equation

restrictions that occur when the second equation is used to

forcast output in the first equation. The output equation is
already in reduced form and is clearly not much different from
the estimated equation in Table 2. The reduced form for

inflation can easily be derived by substituting in the
expectation of equation (6) into equation (5). It also matches
up well with the reduced form equation in Table 2.

Equation (6) indicates that there is much less
a:commodatj on of i nfl at:i on in the short—run than in the 1 onçj run

The short—-run reaction coeff i ci ent i s about —1 whl 1 e the long--run
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reactj on is about 3 Equati on (E5) i ndi cates that inflation
responds to slack demand with a :t. The coefficient on lagged
inflation depends on the structure of contracts in the economy as
well as on expectations of inflatic)n the parameter would change
with a change in the policy ru],e that changed expec:tations, and

in this sense it is incorrect to refer to the equation as
structural

The policy rule can be written in the following interest:ing
form:

(7) * Y- 32Pi 69(p. ÷ 1O6

In other words, the rate of growth of real GNP (relative to

potential) is reduced by 32 percent of the inflation rate in the
last period pli.s 9 percent of the change of the inflation rate

The response of the Fed to high inflation is stronger when

inflation is increasing than when inflation is decreasing. A
nominal GNP rule could be interpreteci as having an impi icci
coefficient —1 on the lagged inflation rate with no adjustment
for i ncreasi rig or decreasi nç; I nf1 at ion. The estimated rule :i. s
less accommocjatj ye than a nomi na]. (3NF rule in the? short—run and
more accommodative than a nominal ENP rule in the long ruri

The Pre-way' Period.

The above model of price adjustment and policy is
explicitly oriented to the post—war period in the LJ. B.. The wide
differences between the autoregressions in the pre-war and the
post—war period indicate that the same mode]. Is unlikely to fit
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in the pr-war pan od.. In f act the model does very poorly in
the pre•war period The c:oaff:i ci ant on 1 agcjed inflation ri the

inflation equati on (.3) s negati Va though small and

:i nsi gni f :i c:ant while the coeffici ants on 1 agged prices :i n the

output. equation (4) are all positive. As the reduced form

results suggested, the dynamic nalat:ion between :inflation and

output. in the pra-war period is weak and opposite in sign

compared to the post-war period.

The price adjustment equation without the insignificant
:Lagqed inflation rate is

(8) p. = .2By. + 1.33.
(2.5) (2.0)

Hence, although the lagged inflation rate disappears the

adjustment coefficient is about the same size as before..

There are two possible implications of this failure of the

post—war model. First, prices and wages appear to be more

Flexible in the pre—war period in that their correlation with

output fluctuations is almost entirely contemporaneous.

Adjustments occur within the annual time interval, unlike the

post—war period where the adjustments are drawn out for several
years.. Seco7?d, macroeconomic policy appears to be very

accommorJative; inflation shocks seemed to have no prior negative
effect on output.. Are these implications plausible?

Hore Flexible Nei;es ad Prices?

The reduced importance of the lagged inflation term could be

20



due to simple expectations effects as well as to changes in the

structure of wage and price setting. The inertia effect in the

post—war is a combination of expectations effects and structure.

Since inflationary expectations were probably much lower in the

pre—war period, the effect of lagged inflation would be smaller.

Unfortunatly it is difficult to distinguish these two effects

with aggregate data.

The problem has been addressed by Cagan (1979) and

Mitchell (1953) using microeconomic data. Although neither

author looks at data before the First World War, their findings

are probably relevent for the comparison of this paper. Cagan

compares price movements in the business cycles of the 1920s with

price movements in the business cycles after the Second World

War. Mitchell compares wage adjustments in the 1930s with wage

adjustments in the post—war period. Both find that price and

wage adjustments were larger and more frequent in the earlier

period. From a microeconomic perspective wages and prices were

more flexible.

Two possible reasons for this change have been noted.

First, the increased importance of large business enterprises and

large unions could have centralized price and wage decisions and

made them less subject to.short—run market pressures. In the

major labor unions, for example, the costs of negotiating a large

settlement made it economical to have long three year contracts

in many industries. The overlapping nature of these contracts

added to the persistence of wage trends. Second, economic policy

changed so as to reduce the severity of recessions and thereby
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lessen the need to reduce wages and prices quickly in the face of

slack demand conditions. This policy effect is different from

the expectation of inflation effect mentioned above.

Non Accosodative Policy?

Although the U.S. Treasury took on some central bank

functions in the early 1900s, during most of the 1891—1914 period

monetary policy was determined soley by the U.S. commitment to

the gold standard. A gold standard is normally thought to

generate aggregate demand "discipline". Policy would

automatically be non—accommodative. For example, if there was an

inflation shock then a contractionary policy would be necessary

in order to bring the price level back to itt relative position

with gold. Then why does the data suggest the opposite, that

policy was accommodative?

One explanation comes from the fact that the U.S. was a

small open economy during this period. Most price shocks

probably came from abroad, much as the price shocks in the 1970s

came from abroad. An increase in external prices with a fixed

exchange rate will make domestically produced goods cheaper.

This will lead to a balance of payments surplus until

internal prices rise. A balance of payments surplus increases

the money supply for a country on a gold standard. The increase

in the money supply will therefore tend to occur just as the

domestic price level rises in response to the rise in world

prices. Policy will look very accommodative.

A fixed exchange rate gold standard will be less

accommodative to price shocks that originate at home. A price
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shock wi 11 raise domestic: pri c:es r"elati ve to external pri ces
The resulting balance of payments deficit will reduce the

domestic money supply and the economy will tend to fall into a
recession. Internal prices will then falL This type of

scenario either did not occur in the 1891-i914 pericDd or it

occured so quickly that the timing can not be detected with

aggregate annual data.. it is interesting that accommodation

under a gold standard seems to be different for external shocks
than for internal shocks Accor-dirig to modern expec:tations

theories this discriminati on is appropr-:i ate Internal endoqenous

price and wage shocks are discouraged, while external exogenous

price shocks are accommodated, recause the external price and

wage behavior is unl i. kel y to be I uenced by the monetary poll c:y
in a small open economy, accommodatj on will not dci any :1 ong run

harms Eut internal price and wage behavior is likely to be
adversely affected by an accomodative policy.

Another way to describe the pre—war policy rule is that it
was accommodative in the short—run, permitting much slippage to

accommodate external price shocks, but non--accommodative in the

long—run. Prices in the tJni ted States could not di ffer from
world prices in the long—run This is in contrast to the
characterization in the previous section of policy in the post-
war period: in the short—run policy is much less ac:commociative

than in the long—run.

To summarize, the interpretation that prices and wages

adjust quickly and that pol ic:y is very accommodative in the
short—run is plausible from a mic::roecoriorni c perspecti ve lJnl ike



in the post"war period where lags in the relation between output

and inflation per"mitted one to narrow down the field of potential
models the pre-war data is more ambiguous. however. If all
the action occurs within the annual timing interval it is
difficult to distinguish one structura:L model from another.

The lags are not long enough to identify the struc:ture.. In fact,
the contemporaneous rd ati on between prices and output in
equation (8) could have been generated from a mechanism like the
Lucas (1972) supply curve. If prices were as flexible as they

appear to be during this earlier period, then the Lucas model

itself is more plausible.

6. Concluding Remarks.

Macroeconomic performance in the United States from 1891

through 1914 was much different from the performance after the

Second World War. This difference is apparent in reduced form

autoregressions, in their moving average representations, in

simple structural models, and even in simple time series charts

of the data. The shocks, or i.pa1ses, to the economic system

were smaller in the second period, mainly because of the policy

and structural changes that rthur Burns mentioned in his 1959

presidential address, Deposit insurance, for example, reduced

the shocks to aggregate demand that came from financial panics.

But the dynamics, or popagaiori echriss, of the

economic system are much slower and more drawn out in the post'-

war period. This tends to translate the smaller shocks into

larger and more prolonged movements in output and inflation than

would occur if the prewar dynamics were applicable in the later
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period. In other words the change in the dynamics of the system

offset some of the gains from the smaller impulses. These post-

war dynamics can be given a structural interpretation in terms of

the accommodative stance of monetary policy, and the speed of

wage and price adjustments. These dynamics were not

evident in the pre—war period.

One interpretation of these developments is that the change

in the dynamics was a direct result of the reduction in the

importance of the shocks. For example, prices and wages may have

became more rigid because of the reduced risks of serious

recessions, or because movements in the money supply began to do

some of the macroeconomic stabilization wârk that was previously

done by wage and price adjustments. The analysis of this paper
is not conclusive on this or the other interpretation that the
change in the dynamics was unrelated to the change in policy.

But the possibility that a combination of the smaller post—war

shocks with the shorter pre—war dynamics might improve

macroeconomic performance, should be sufficient motivation for
further study of thes! historical developments and their
alternative interpretations.
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Figure 4: Moving Average Representation for
Wage Inflation and Output.
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TABLE 1

Measures of Inflation and Output Stability

1891-i914 1952-1983 1910--1940

Standard deviation of:

Output gap 4.8 3.6 10.1

Wage inflation 1.9 2.2 8.9

Price in-flat:ion 2.8 2.6 8.1

Average of:

Wage inflation 1.5 5.4 4.1

Price inflation 0.9 4.2 1.5

Note: By definition the average output gap is zero. Prices are
measured by the ONF deflator and wages by average hourly earnings
:in manufac:turing.
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TABLE 2

Autoregressive Estimates for Price Inflation and Output1891—1914 and 1954-1983

Sample period: 1892—1914

Lagged dependent variablesDependent

Variable p(—1) p(—2) y(—1) y(-2)

p —.ozi .574 108 —.281 —.02 1.91 .46(—0.3) (3.3) (1.0) (—2.5)

.279 .734 .053 —.260 --.18 4.00 .24(08) (2.0) (0.2) (-—1.1)

Contemporaneous correjatjon between residuals .30

Sample period: 1954—1983

Lagged dependent variables
Depndent

Variable p(—1) p(--2) y(—1) y(—2)

p .721 .084 .257 —.027 —.09 1.03 .82(3,5) (0.4) (2.7) (—0.3)

y —1.05 .76 1,00 —. c:o4 —-.05 2.07 .66(—2,6) (2.0) (5.2) (—0.0

Contemporanec)L(s correiatjor between residuals .23

Note: Each equation was estimateci with a constant term. Thvariable p is the annual percentage rate of change in the 3NPdeflator. The variable y is the percentage deviation of outputfrom linear trend estimated over the sample period. The numbersin parentheses are t--ratjos. is the •first orderautocorre1atioi- is the standard error cf theresj dual s.
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ThBLE 3

AutoreçjrEssive Estimates for Wage Inflation and Output
1891-1914 and 1954-1963

Sample period: 1891-1914

Lagged dependent variables
Dependent

Var:iable w('-i) w('-2) y(-l) y(—2) 0

.052 U07 .147 —.213 .02 1.66 .30
(0. 2> (0. 1) (1. :2) (—1 .8)

—.0:30 .220 '—.063 .05 4.49 .04
(—0. 6) (—0. 1.' (0.7) (—0.2)

Contemporaneous correlation between residuals = .66

Sample period: 1954—1983

Lagged dependent variables
Dependent

Variable w(—1) w(—2) y(—1) y(—2) p

569 . 175 . 097 t03 —. 03 1 20 . 70
(2.5) (0.7) (0.8) (0.8)

y —.650 .336 1.026 —.181 .04 2.21 .62
(—1.6) (0.8) (4.5) (—0.8)

Contemporaneous correlation between residuals = .52

Note: The variable w is the annual percentage rate of change in
average hourly earnings in manufacturing. For the definition of
other variables see the note to Table 2.



TABLE 4

Moving Av.rag. Reprnsntation 4 or Price Inflation and Output
1891—114

1P0 9..
1.00 .00 .00 1.00
—.05 .11 .28 .05
.61 —.28 .73 —.23

—.06 .04 .10 —.03
.15 —.10 .24 —.14

—.04 .02 —.01 —.00

.02 -.02 .04 —.03

—.02 .01 —.02 .01
.00 —.00 —.00 .00

—.00 .00 —.01 .00
—.00 .00 —.00 .00

Note: Derived from the autoregressive coefficients reported in
Table 2.
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TABLE S

Moving Av.rag. Reprn.ntation for Pric. Inflation and Output
1952—1983

PR 0V one
•1.00 .00 .00 1.00

.72 .26 —1.05 1.00

.33 .41 —1.06 .72

.06 .48 —.85 .47

—.12 .48 —.65 .27

—.23 .44 —.47 .12

—.28 .38 —.32 .02
—.29 .31 —.20 -.05
-.27 .24 —.10 —.09

—.24 .18 —.03 —.11

—.20 .12 .02 —.12

—.16 .08 .05 —.11

—.12 .04 .07 —.10

—.08 .01 .07 —.08

—.05 —.00 .07 —.06

—.03 —.02 .06 —.05

Note: Derived from the autoregressive coefficients reported in
Table 2.
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ThBLE

Moving verage Repres1ntatic,I-) for Wage Inflation and Output
1891—1914

1.. 00 00 . 00 1 . 00

-.35 .22
—.04 —.17 —.12 —.07

. 06 —" 06 . 0 1 . 03

.03 .01 —.01 .04

—. 00 , 00 — 02 . Co

—. 00 —. 0 1 —. 00 —.00
. Co — . oo . 00 . 00

. 00 . 00 —. 00 . 00

Note: Derived from the autoregressive coef+icients reported inTable 3.
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TABLE 7

MQving Average Repreentaticr, for Wage Inflation and Output
1954—1983

1.00 .00 .00 1.00

.57 .10 —.65 1.03

.44 .26 —.70 .81

.21 .35 —.69 .52

.06 .37 —.58 .25
--.06 .35 —.43 .02
-.12 .29 —.28 -.12

—.15 .22 —.15 —.20

—.15 .14 —.05 —.23

—. 13 .08 .03 —.22

—.10 .02 .07 —.18

—.07 —.. 01 . 09 —. 1 3

—. 04 —. 03 • 09 —. 09

—.02 —.05 .08 —.05

—. 00 —, Os . 07 —. 01

Note: Derived from the autoregressive coefficients reported in
Table 3.
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Foot not 25

L See Tobin (1980)

2 The interwar period would also make a use'fLtl compar:ison. In
the 'first draft of this paper I looked at the period from 1910
through 1940 To omit the observations 'from the First World
War---which would be analogous to the omision of the Second World

:i mn tht th priod could not
begin until 1919 at the earliest and since some observers

interpret the 1920 recession as a direct consequence of

demobilizatjon the same logic would call for starting in 1921 or

1922. The sample size would then he less than 20 annual

ohservatjons which is already very small 'for statistical time
series analysis. If one worried further that the great
depression was unique to itself and should not be lumped together
with other cycles, then one would be left with the 1920s, a
per' i od which i s far too short for stati sti cal analysis For

these reasons I decided to 'focus on the earlier period before the
First World War-a This period has some other advantages as a

contrast with the 1952-1983 period These are discussed in the
next section. I am grateful to Otto Eckstein, Robert Gordon, and
Phillip Cagan for useful discussions and suggestions on these
points

3 See Cagan (1979), Gordon (1983) and Mitchell (1983), for
exampl e..
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4. The data cannot discriminate between the assumptions that y..

or E. appears in equat:ion () The contemporaneous correlation

is positive and could equally well be due to the correlation

between the structural shod::s as to a direct simultaneous effect

of y. on p..

3. Taken literally a nominal GNF' rule would respond to inflation

shocks in the current period. In practice, however, a lag would

pr LJUtU.L y LLLLI

6.. It should be noted that there are fairly strong dynamic
feedback effects from output and prices two years earlier in the
price inflation system (see Table 2). This is puzzling since the

impact from prices and output one year earlier is weak, This two

year leap is the reason for the sawtooth moving representation

for this system (see Figure 3).
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